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Deposition of Large Area Multilayer Coatings for High End Optics
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New applications in X-ray optics and laser technology confront the optics industry with

very high demands. Ion beam as well as plasma technologies provide solutions for

achieving the requested film and processing qualities. Multilayer coatings for optical

filters and X-ray mirrors, mostly designed as gradient films, are the most demanding

coating processes. Using magnetron sputtering, it is possible to deposit on large

samples layers in the sub-nanometer range with minimum surface roughness. Thus

multi layers for optical applications can be produced with high precision and with

corresponding gradients of the layer thickness by realizing a suitable relative motion

between source and substrate. With the MicroSys2000 the Roth & Rau MicroSystems

GmbH has a special tool for the multi layer deposition on high precision optics. There

are six planar sputter magnetrons used for the subsequent deposition of up to six

different materials, which are radially symmetric arranged in the hexagonal chamber. A

main rotation moves the substrates over the targets while an additional spin rotation

rotates the substrate around its axis. The thickness of the sub layers and their radial

gradient is adjusted by the velocity profile when passing a target. The stable

construction of deposition and movement elements enable the required precise and

repeatable deposition. With the MicroSys2000 the multi layer coating of substrates with

diameter up to 650 mm is possible. The results of multi layers for X-ray optics which

were produced with excellent values for homogeneity, reproducibility and reflectivity will

be presented. 
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